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Functional description
Control unit AS3035 (wall-mounted) is designed for fully automatic monitoring and controlling of
cooling tower systems.
By means of an optional plug-in card IF2030, the control options can be further extended with one
programmable input and two programmable outputs.
You can always change the basic values that have been programmed into the control system. You
can define a code to protect the system against unauthorised programming.
The control has various phases, as described below.

“Service” phase

“Low water level” phase

In the “Service” phase the flush valve is closed
and any dosing functions can be activated.

In the “Low water level” phase the water level
inside the circulation tank is insufficient.

The flush valve can be controlled on the basis
of volume and / or conductivity.

The system waits until the water level has
been replenished.

The level inside the circulation tank can be
monitored by means of a low water level
switch.

Via plug-in card IF2030 an inlet valve can be
controlled to add water to the system. The inlet
valve is controlled by a level switch that can
also be connected to the plug-in card.

Furthermore, the water level can be kept up by
using a level switch and an inlet valve.
However, this function is only available if the
optional plug-in card has been installed and is
activated during all phases.

“Dosing” phase

“Flush” phase

In the “Dosing” phase the dosing output is
activated on the basis of a time interval, the
time or a water volume interval (for instance
biocide dosing).

In the “Flush” phase the flush valve is open.
Any dosing functions are disabled.

The dosing output is activated during a
programmable period of time.

The level inside the circulation tank can be
monitored by means of a low water level
switch.

For flushing on the basis of conductivity you
can postpone checking the conductivity during
a programmable time after the dosing has
been switched off, because high
concentrations of chemicals can still be
present in the tank.

“Flush stop” phase
If flushing is required during a specific period of
time (on the basis of conductivity) and if after
the set time the conductivity is not low enough,
then an alarm can be activated for the flushing.
You can program whether the flushing is
repeated automatically of whether manual
flushing must be activated.
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Conductivity measuring
The control system is equipped with a
conductivity meter. This meter measures and
checks the conductivity of the water in the
circulation tank.

A buzzer or an alarm relay can signal if the
threshold limit value has been exceeded.

The conductivity meter has been designed for
two measuring ranges and automatically
switches the measuring range. The measuring
range depends on the applied measuring cell.

Minimum
Maximum

Calculation of the measuring range:

Temperature compensation
The control is not provided with a temperature
gauge.

Conductivity µS/cm
1

cel -

10
0,01

constant

100

1.000

10.000

= cell constant * 10 µS
= cell constant * 10,000 µS

100.000

0,1
0,5

cm -1

However, by entering a temperature value that
deviates from the standard reference
temperature of 25 °C it is possible to manually
compensate the measuring value in
accordance with the programmed water
temperature.

1,0
10

To check if the conductivity measurement is
functioning correctly, you can always program
a lower and an upper threshold limit value with
a programmable delay.

See the diagram below for the correction factor
that is applied for the compensation.

Temperature compensation
2,0
1,8

Correction factor

1,6
1,4
1,2
1,0
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

Temperature °C

Example :
Set water temperature
Measured conductivity value
Applied correction factor
Displayed conductivity

T
C
K
C

= 11 °C
= 100 µS/cm
= 1.4
= 140 µS/cm

45

50

55

60

65
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Illustration
Wall-mounted

1
2
3

Service
CM1 45.02uS/cm

4

14

5
6
MT 4A
#
7

1
2
3
4
5

Led : Flush
Led : Water meter
Led : Dosing tank empty
Led : Manual operation
Led : Alarm

ON

OFF

8

9

6
7
8
9
10

Enter

10

Main fuse
Main switch
Key : ON
Key : OFF
Key : Manual

11

12

13

11
12
13
14

Key : Reset
Key : Info
Key : Programming
LCD display
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Measuring values and display of functions
LED indicator lights
Coloured lights signal the most important conditions.

Water meter Flushing

Water meter
Flush
Manual operation
Dosing tank 1 or 2 empty
Alarm

(green)
(green)
(orange)
(orange)
(red)

Manual control Dosing tank

The LCD display provides additional information.
Alarm

LCD display
First line

Service
CM1
55.24uS/cm
The first line of the LCD display shows the
actual situation (phase) of the installation.
The following phases can be distinguished :
Service, Flushing, Flushing Stop, Low level,
Dosing.

Second line

Flushing
Flushtime
20s
The second line of the LCD display can show
the following information, either or not
alternately.
Water meter
Conductivity
Flushing delayed

: “Water 100.00m3”
: “CM1 55.24 uS/cm”
: “No Flush 00:00”

Remaining flush time
Flush interval time

: “Flushing
: “Delay

20s”
150s”
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Manual operation
The outputs can be controlled manually. The manual operation can be activated by pressing key
for about three seconds.
#

ON

OFF

Confirmation
First you are asked whether you indeed want
to activate the manual control.

Manual mode

30
Y/N

Confirmation has to be entered within 30
seconds (remaining time is indicated in right
hand top corner). Manual operation can be
activated by placing the cursor under the “J”
and pressing key .

Programming mode
If the manual control has been activated, you
must first program which outputs have to be
activated.
During the programming mode the manual
control LED will flash.
The display shows the following text :

Manual prog.
FV-D1-D2-AL-IVIf “Dosing 2” (D2) or “Alarm” (AL) have not
been programmed, they will not be displayed.

If the plug-in card has been installed, “IV” will
be displayed.
With key
you can select the output to be
programmed and by pressing key “#” you can
activate or deactivate the output ( “ | “ = active,
“ - “ = not active).

Manual control on / off
By pressing the key
once more you can
activate the manual control. At first, the control
is in the “Manual control off” mode.

Manual off
FV-D1-D2-AL-IVAll outputs are still switched off. You can
activate the programmed outputs by pressing
the “ON” key.

Manual on
FV-D1-D2-AL-IVYou can deactivate the outputs again by
pressing the “OFF” key. Press the
key to
return to the programming mode.

Closing
You can close the manual control mode by
pressing the
key for about three seconds.
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INFO - displays
With the Info key you can call up various types of information and values. In as far as possible,
changes are described in the “Programming” chapter.
By calling up the Info key you can only change the service phone number.

Press the Info key with the
symbol. The first set of information appears. If you then press the key
again, the next set of information appears, etc.

Input modes

Service number

Input
WM-D1-LL-D2-FUThe current switch modes of the inputs are
displayed.
If an IF2030 plug-in card has been installed,
the fifth position is shown as well.
WM
D1
LL
D2
FU

= Water meter
= Dosing tank 1 empty
= Low water level
= Dosing tank 2 empty
= Level switch

A horizontal line ‘ - ‘ next to the indication
means : input not active.
A vertical line ‘ | ‘ next to the indication means :
input active.

Output modes

Output

Service
0031 73 443755
A service phone number is displayed. You can
also change the number here.

Change the phone number :
Select number :
Lower number :
Higher number :

Software version

12345
-----

The current switch modes of the outputs are
shown.
Each figure is allocated to a relay.
The fourth and fifth position are shown if an
IF2030 plug-in card has been installed.
A horizontal line ‘ - ‘ underneath a figure
means : output not active.
A vertical line ‘ | ‘ underneath a figure means :
output active.

Softwareversion
AS3035 1.05.00g
The software version is continuously updated
in the factory. The software is changed to
adapt the product to new insights and
requirements.
Displayed is the number of the presently
installed version.
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Cell constant and temperature

Celconst./Temp.
C1=0.10/cm 25°C
The display shows the cell constant entered in
program step 1.2 and the water temperature
entered in program step 2.1.

Cumulative water meter

Watermeasurement
0.50m3
The display shows the total supplied volume of
water.

Flush restrictions

Blocktime
00:00 – 06:30
If in program step 6 a blocked time has been
entered during which no flushing is allowed,
then this blocked time is displayed. In the other
case ‘Nee’ (No) is displayed.

Dosing output 2
If in step 7 the output function ‘D2’ has been
programmed, then the parameters of dosing
function 2 are displayed. In the other case
‘Nee’ (No) is displayed.

Dosing output 2
Factor = x1

Subsequently, the following information is
displayed: set interval time, remaining time
until the following dosing and dosing time.

Dosing output 2
10.00m3 15m
Dosing dependent on a water volume interval.
Subsequently, the following information is
displayed: remaining volume until the following
dosing and dosing time.

Alternate dosing

Altern.dosing
30d 26d
DO1
This information is displayed if the alternate
dosing has been set in step 9. Subsequently,
the following information is displayed :
30d
26d
DO1

= set interval time
= remaining time until the dosing
output changes
= currently active dosing output

Flush settings, volume

Flushing WM
100.00m3 23s
If in step 1 flushing based on volume has been
set, then here subsequently the flush limit and
the programmed flush time are displayed.

Flush settings, conductivity
Dosing dependent on the water meter:
the dosing factor is displayed.

Dosing output 2
Time
Dosing dependent on the clock.

Dosing output 2
24h 13h 15m
Dosing dependent on a time interval.

Flushing CM
100.00/0.0/23s
If in step 1 flushing on the basis of conductivity
has been set, then here subsequently the flush
limit, the hysteresis and the programmed flush
time are displayed.
If ‘ * ‘ is displayed for the flush time, then no
flush time has been programmed and flushing
is halted if the measured conductivity is below
the flush limit minus the hysteresis.
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Messages
For certain situations a message can be programmed to appear on the LCD display and an alarm
relay and/or buzzer can be activated.
If an alarm relay and/or buzzer has been programmed, these can be switched off by pressing the
key.
Once the cause of the message has been cleared, the message on the LCD display can be cleared by
once again pressing the
key.

Conductivity limit MIN

Limit CM1 Min
under valued
The conductivity has been below the minimum
threshold limit value for longer than the set
delay.
Possible causes :
Air at the measuring probe, electric interruption
of the measuring probe.

Conductivity limit MAX

Limit CM1 Max
exceeded
The conductivity has been above the maximum
threshold limit value for longer than the set
delay.
Possible causes :
Set value of the installation has been changed,
measuring probe short-circuited, thickening too
high.

Dosing tank 1 empty

Dosing tank 1
Empty
The chemicals tank for dosing 1 is empty.
In step 8.2 you can set whether the dosing
output must be blocked as long as the input is
still active.

Dosing tank 2 empty

Dosing tank 2
Empty
The chemicals tank for dosing 2 is empty.
This message can only appear if the second
dosing output has been selected.
In step 8.3 you can set whether the dosing
output must be blocked as long as the input is
still active.

Signal “Low water level”

Signal
Low level
The water level in the circulation tank is too
low. The flushing is blocked until the level is
once again sufficiently high.

Signal “Flushing”

Signal
Flushing
This message appears if after the set flush
time the conductivity still lies above the set
flush limit.
This message does not appear if flushing only
takes place on the basis of volume or if no
flush time has been programmed.

AS3035
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Signal “Supply failure”

Signal
Supply fail.
The supply voltage for the control failed or was
switched off.
ATTENTION ! In case of a power failure all
programmed values are saved.
However, the clock settings are not saved and
always have to be checked.

Signal “Check clock“

Signal
Check clock
The supply voltage for the control failed or was
switched off.
The clock settings are not saved and have to
be entered again.

9
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Inputs
De inputs “Water meter”, “Dosing tank 1 empty“, “Low level” and “Dosing tank 2 empty” are standard
available.
Optionally, (plug-in card IF2030) the control can be provided with a level switch that controls an inlet
valve.
In program step 8 you can set whether the functions must be activated for an open or a closed
contact.

Water meter

Low water level

The connector for the water meter is indicated
by “WM”.

The connector for “Low water level” is
indicated by “LL”.

Impulse water meters give off an impulse after
each flow, for instance of 100 litres.
These impulses are counted by the control
system and on reaching the set flush volume a
flush is activated.

The circulation tank can be secured against
draining by blocking the flush during an active
input signal.

The impulses can also be used for controlling
dosing output 1 and dosing output 2.

Dosing tank 1 empty
The connector for “Dosing tank 1 empty” is
indicated by “DT1”.
By means of this input the stock of chemicals
in dosing tank 1 can be monitored.
Dosing tank 1 is linked to dosing output 1 and
in step 8.2 you can set whether the output
must be blocked if the dosing tank is empty.

High level switch
The connector for the high level switch is
indicated by “IN1”.
This input is optional and comes with plug-in
card IF2030.
By means of this input the water level in the
circulation tank can be kept up by controlling
an inlet valve.
The output for controlling the inlet valve is also
featured on the plug-in card.

Dosing tank 2 empty

If the input has been activated (high level),
then the inlet valve will be closed.

The connector for “Dosing tank 2 empty” is
indicated by “DT2”.

Conductivity probe

By means of this input the stock of chemicals
in dosing tank 2 can be monitored.

The connector for the counter is indicated by
“CC”.

Dosing tank 2 is linked to dosing output 2 and
in step 8.3 you can set whether the output
must be blocked if the dosing tank is empty.

Don't forget to enter the correct cell constant in
program step 1.2.

The input is not checked if dosing output 2 has
not been selected in step 7.
If in step 11 a surge dosing has been
programmed (11.1 on “TM” or “CL”) then the
dosing is interrupted until once again sufficient
chemicals are present.
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Outputs
The outputs “Flush valve” and “Dosing 1” are standard available.
The output “OUT1” can be programmed for the functions “Alarm” (Alarm) or “Dosing 2”.
Optionally, (plug-in card IF2030) the control system can be provided with an inlet valve.
In program step 7.4 you can set whether or not the functions are activated when powered.

Flush valve

Dosing 2

The flush valve is connected to the “FV”
connector.

The output function “Dosing 2” can be
programmed as a dosing dependent on the
incoming water meter impulses (see also
Dosing 1) or as a surge dosing (for instance
biocide).

The flush valve is controlled depending on the
setting in step 1.1 on the basis of volume and /
or conductivity.
The plug-in card has an option to connect a
motor valve.

Dosing 1

For surge dosing you can set whether this
should take place on the basis of a time
interval (in hours), on the basis of the clock
(fixed time) or on the basis of a water volume
(in 0,01 m3).

“Dosing 1” is connected to the “DO1”
connector.

If dosing must take place on the basis of the
clock then three times with related days can be
programmed when the dosing must be
activated.

The dosing is dependent on the incoming
water meter impulses.
In step 10 you can set the length of every
impulse, as well as the dosing factor.
By means of the dosing factor you can set the
number of outgoing dosing impulses.

The surge dosing is activated during a
programmable time (in minutes). It is possible
to interrupt the surge dosing by simultaneously
pressing the OFF and Reset keys.

Example :
dosing factor = x2 :
every incoming impulse
creates 2 outgoing impulses.
dosing factor = :2 :
after 2 incoming impulses
1 outgoing impulse is created.

If the flush function is dependent on the
conductivity, then also the impact time of the
chemicals can be entered. The installation will
not start flushing on the basis of the measured
conductivity as long as the impact time is still
running.
The output function is programmable on output
OUT1 and, if the plug-in card has been
installed, also on output OUT2

Alarm
With the potential-free contact of the relay,
supervision consoles or signalling devices can
be activated.
The events that must cause a relay action are
programmable in steps 12.1 and 12.2.
The output function is programmable on output
OUT1 and, if the plug-in card has been
installed, also on output OUT2

Inlet valve
Optionally, (plug-in card IF2030) an inlet valve
can be controlled, dependent on a high level
switch.
This output is permanently available on output
OUT3 and cannot be set.

AS3035
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Set clock

Set language

Press the “OFF” key. The bottom line now
displays the present time.

Keep the “Enter” key depressed for 5 seconds.
The display now reads :

Time
Mo 12:00

Attention!
Programmechange
and after 5 seconds :

If you want to change the displayed time, place
the cursor underneath the day or number that
you want to change by means of key
#

OFF

With key “#” you can increase the day or the
number.
You can leave the clock setting by pressing the
“OFF” key again. If you do not press any key
for approx. 10 seconds, the settings menu is
closed automatically.

Start
Programmechange
After these 5 seconds also press the “#” key to
activate the language setting.
Then release both keys.
The display reads :

English
D Nl E

F

You can change the language with the

key.

You can leave the language setting by
pressing the “Enter” key again. If you do not
press any key for approx. 2 minutes, the
settings menu is closed automatically.

AS3035
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Programming
General
By entering the basic values when the system
is put into operation, the control system is set
to the operational data of the installation.
These values can be changed and are not
deleted in case of a power failure.
- The basic values should only be changed
by an authorised expert.
- Note the basic values in the empty fields of
the following flow charts and carefully keep
this manual for use by the operational
and maintenance staff.
- The basic values can be changed at all
times. Some of the changed values only
become active after the programming
mode has been left.
- For the programming mode, the following
symbols
, ,
and # are used.

If a code has been entered in step 13, you
must enter a code number with keys and #
before you can call up the programming
function.

Codenumber
0000
After the programming function has been
activated you can release the Enter key and
walk through the program steps by means of
keys and .
You can leave the programming function by
pressing the “Enter” key again. If you do not
press any key for approx. 2 minutes, the
settings menu is closed automatically.

Change settings

#

Enter

Activate
Keep the “Enter” key depressed for about 5
seconds.

Yes/No setting
Change the setting by means of the

key.

Set numeric value
Select the figure that needs to be changed by
means of the
key.
Change the value with the # key.

The LCD display first shows :

Attention!
Programmechange

Set factor
Change the value with the # key.
Select from more than one function
Select the function by means of the

key.

and after about 5 seconds :

Start
Programmechange
Then press the
key to activate the
programming.
ATTENTION! The “Enter” key must be kept
depressed.

Switch functions on / off
Select the function by means of the
key.
With the # key, toggle the value between “ | “
and “ – “.

AS3035
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1. Flushing dependency / conductivity meter
Start

Step no.:
1.1
WM
CM
WM+

1.1
WM

CM

WM+

Select on the basis of which parameter flushing has to take place.
WM
CM
WM+

= water meter (volume)
= conductivity
= water meter and conductivity

Step no.:
Constant

5.1
1.2

1.2
0.10

cm-1

In accordance with the conductivity of the water that has to be measured, a probe
with an adapted cell constant has to be selected. You can program a cell
constant between 0.01 cm-1 and 10.00 cm-1 for the conductivity meter.
Conductivity µS/cm
cel constant

1

10
0,01

100

1.000

10.000

100.000

0,1

cm -1

Step no.:
Limit Min

0,5

1,0
10

1.3
Y/N

1.3
Yes

No

The conductivity value can be checked for a minimum value.
1.6

Step no.:
Value Min

1.4
1.0

1.4

µS / cm

An electrical interruption to the conductivity probe, electrical failures in the system
or air at the probe can lead to the fact that incorrectly a much too low conductivity
is displayed.
For control purposes a threshold limit value between 0.1 – 999.9 µS/cm can be
entered.

Step no.:
Delay

1.5
60s

After a programmable delay time of 5 – 999 seconds and if the conductivity value
is below the set minimum value, the LCD display shows the message “Limit CM1
Min under value”.
In program step 12 you can set whether in addition the buzzer or an alarm relay
must be activated.

1.5

sec

1.6

AS3035
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1.3 / 1.5

Step no.:
Limit Max

1.6
Y/N

1.6
Yes

No

The conductivity value can be checked for a maximum value.
2.1

Step no.:
1.7
Value Max 1650.0

1.7

µS / cm

For control purposes a threshold limit value of 0.1 – 999.9 µS/cm can be entered.

Step no.:
Delay

1.8

1.8
180s

sec

After a programmable delay time of 5 – 999 second and if the conductivity value
is above the set maximum value, the LCD display shows the message “Limit CM1
Max. exceeded”.
In program step 12 you can set whether in addition the buzzer or an alarm relay
must be activated.

2. Manual temperature compensation
2.1

Step no.:
2.1
Temperature 25°C

°C

By entering a water temperature lower or higher than 25°C you can compensate
the displayed conductivity value in accordance with the current temperature. The
graph below shows the applied correction factor as a function of the set
temperature.

Temperature compensation
2,0
1,8

Correction factor

1,6
1,4
1,2
1,0
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

Temperature °C

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

3.1
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3. Conductivity – correction factor
Step no.:
Factor

3.1
1.00*

2.1
3.1

Factor

The conductivity measurement relates to a water temperature of 25°C. For
deviating temperatures the displayed value can be compensated manually.
Other measuring errors, for instance as a result of polarisation, line impedance or
cable capacities, can be compensated, at least for a certain range, by entering a
correction factor.
You can enter a correction factor of 0.1 – 5.00. How to determine the conductivity
– correction factor :
Take a water sample and measure the setting value of the conductivity by
means of an accurate measuring device.
As the actual value note the value that is displayed on the control system. Then
calculate the correction factor to be entered as follows :
Setting value
= Correction factor
Actual value

4. Flushing based on conductivity
Step no.:
4.1
Flush
1500.0

4.1

µS / cm

Enter the flush limit, between 1.0 – 65,000.0 µS/cm, for flushing on the basis of
conductivity. If the conductivity rises above this value, then the flush valve will be
opened.

Step no.:
Hysteresis

4.2
0.0

4.2

µS / cm

By means of the hysteresis you can set how far the conductivity, after flushing,
has to fall below the flush limit before flushing is ended.

Step no.:
Delay

4.3
10s

4.3

sec

After a programmable delay time of 1 – 999 seconds, at a conductivity value
above the set flush limit, the flush valve will be opened.
4.4

AS3035
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4.3
4.4
0

1

5.1

4.6

2-9

Enter the number of flush attempts (0 – 9).
The control can be programmed thus that flushing takes place during a set time
(attempts : 1-9) or that flushing continues until the conductivity lies below the
flush limit minus the hysteresis (attempts : 0).

Step no.:
Delay

4.5
1m

4.5

min

If flushing has to take place during a certain period of time, then you can enter
that the flushing should be automatically repeated after as set interval time, if
after flushing the conductivity is still above the flush limit minus the hysteresis.
In program step 4.5 enter the interval time of 1 – 99 minutes.

Step no.:
Flush off

4.6
Y/N

4.6
Yes

No

Here you enter whether after the number of flush attempts the installation must
be stopped, so that flushing stops and automatic flushing has to be restarted
manually by pressing the ON key.

Step no.:
Flushtime

4.7
60s

4.7

sec

Here you enter the flush time of 1 – 9999 seconds.

5.1

AS3035
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5 Flushing based on volume
1.1 / 4.4 / 4.7

Step no.:
5.1
Liter/puls 100.0
For the impulse distance of the water meter you can enter values of 0.1 – 1000.0
litres per impulse.

1.1=CM +
11.1 <> VO
N
5.1

Step no.:
5.2
Flush
100.00m3

5.3
60s

6.1

Liter / pulse
5.2

Here you enter the flush limit, from 0.1 – 1000.00 m3, for flushing on the basis of
the supplied water. If the volume of supplied water reaches this value, then the
flush valve will be opened during a set flush time.

Step no.:
Flushtime

m3 / h

5.3

sec

Here you enter the flush time of 1 – 9999 seconds.

6. Delayed flushing
Step no.:
Blocktime

6.1
Y/N

6.1
Yes

No

Flushing can be started at any moment of the day. However, it may be that this is
not desirable at certain moments. Determine here if it has to be checked whether
the flushing must be postponed at certain moments.

Step no.:
Starttime

6.2
00:00

7.1

6.2

Time

Enter the start time for the period during which flushing is not allowed.

Step no.:
Stoptime

6.3
00:00

Y

6.3

Time

Enter the stop time for the period during which flushing is not allowed.
7.1

AS3035
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7. Programmable output functions
Step no.:
D2 AL

6.1 / 6.3

7.1
7.1

D2

AL

Select the desired output function for output OUT1.
D2
AL

= dosing output 2
= alarm output

N

Plug in card
IF2030 ?

Step no.:
FV D2 AL

7.2

Y
7.2

7.4

FV

D2

AL

Select the desired output function for output OUT2.
FV
D2
AL

= flush valve
= dosing output 2
= alarm output

This step is only shown if plug-in card IF2030 has been installed.

Step no.:
FV IV

7.3

7.3
FV

IV

Select the desired output function for output OUT3.
FV
IV

= flush valve
= inlet valve

This step is only shown if plug-in card IF2030 has been installed.

Step no.:
7.4
FV-D1-D2-AL-IVSelect the activation of the output functions for the outputs.
“ - “ Activate function when electrically powered.
“ | “ Activate function when not electrically powered.
FV
D1
D2
AL
IV

= flush valve
= dosing output 1
= dosing output 2
= alarm output
= inlet valve

The output functions “D2” and “AL” are only displayed if they have been
programmed in steps 7.1 or 7.2.
The output function “IV” is only displayed if plug-in card IF2030 has been installed
and if this function has been selected in step 7.3.

7.4
FV D1 D2 AL

8.1

IV

AS3035
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8. Programmable input functions
7.4

Step no.:
8.1
D1- LL- D2- FU-

8.1
D1

LL

D2

FU

Select the activation of the input functions for the inputs.
“ | “ Activate function for closed contact (NO contact).
“ - “ Activate function for open contact (NC contact).
D1
LL
D2
FU

= dosing tank 1 empty
= low water level
= dosing tank 2 empty
= high level switch

The input function “D2” is only displayed if in program step 8 the output function
“D2” has been selected.
The input function “FU” is only displayed if plug-in card IF2030 has been installed.

Step no.:
8.2
Dos.pump1 offY/N

8.2
Yes

No

Determine whether “Dosing output 1” must be switched off if “Dosing tank 1” is
empty.

Step no.:
8.3
Dos.pump2 offY/N
Determine whether “Dosing output 2” must be switched off if “Dosing tank 2” is
empty.
This window is only displayed if in program step 7 the output function “D2” has
been selected.

7.1 = D2 or
7.2 = D2

N

Y
9.1
8.3
Yes

No

9.1

AS3035
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9. Alternate dosing

8.2 / 8.3

Step no.:
9.1
Altern.D1/D2 Y/N

9.1
Yes

No

Determine whether dosing outputs 1 and 2 must be alternated after a
programmable interval time. One output will then react to the parameters set in
step 11, whilst the other output will not react.
With the
key you can call up which output is currently active.

Step no.:
Days

10.1
9.2

9.2
30

days

Enter an interval time of 1 – 99 days.
After this interval time the dosing outputs will be alternated.

11.1

D1

D2

9.2

9.2

9.2

t (days)

10. Dosing output 1

9.1
10.1

Step no.:
10.1
Dos.factor1
x1

Factor

Enter a dosing factor between “:10” – “x10”.
By means of this dosing factor the number of incoming water meter impulses can
be converted into more or less outgoing dosing impulses.
Example :
Dosing factor = x3 : Every incoming impulse creates three outgoing dosing impulses
Dosing factor = :2 : After two incoming impulses one outgoing dosing impulse is created.

Step no.:
Time low

10.2

10.2
0.5s

sec

Enter a time between 0.2 – 999.9 seconds when the output is not short-circuited.

Step no.:
Time high

10.3

10.3
1.0s

sec

Enter a time between 0.2 – 999.9 seconds when the output is short-circuited.
11.1
D1

10.3

10.2

t (sec)

AS3035
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11. Dosing output 2
Step no.:
WM TM CL

9.2 / 10.3

11.1
VO

WM
TM
CL
VO

= water meter
= time interval
= clock
= volume

incoming impulse -> outgoing impulse
(shot dosing)
(shot dosing)
(shot dosing)

N

7.1 = D2 or
7.2 = D2

Select the desired dosing function for dosing output 2 ( “D2” ).

Y
12.1

11.1
WM

TM

CL

VO

Water meter

Step no.:
11.2
Dos.factor2
x1
Enter a dosing factor between “:10” – “x10”.
By means of this dosing factor the number of incoming water meter impulses can
be converted into more or less outgoing dosing impulses.

11.5 11.6 11.12

11.2

Factor

Example :
Dosing factor = x3 : Every incoming impulse creates three outgoing dosing impulses
Dosing factor = :2 : After two incoming impulses one outgoing dosing impulse is created.

Step no.:
Time low

11.3
0.5s

11.3

sec

Enter a time between 0.2 – 999.9 seconds when the output is not short-circuited.
11.4

Step no.:
Time high

11.4
1.0s

sec

12.1

Enter a time between 0.2 – 999.9 seconds when the output is short-circuited.

11.1

Time interval
11.5

Step no.:
Interval

11.5
24h

Enter an time interval between 1 – 999 hours, after which a surge dosing is
activated during a time programmable in step 11.12.

sec

11.12

AS3035
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11.1

Clock

Step no.:
11.6
Starttime1 00:00
Enter time 1 when a surge dosing must be started.

MoTuWeThFrSaSu
- - - - - - Select the day(s) to which start time 1 applies.

11.6

Time

11.7
Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su

11.8

Step no.:
11.8
Starttime2 00:00
Enter time 2 when a surge dosing must be started.

MoTuWeThFrSaSu
- - - - - - -

Time

11.9
Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su

Select the day(s) to which start time 2 applies.
11.10

Step no.: 11.10
Starttime3 00:00

Time

Enter time 3 when a surge dosing must be started.

MoTuWeThFrSaSu
- - - - - - Select the day(s) to which start time 3 applies

11.11
Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su

11.12

Step no.: 11.12
Dosingtime
15m
Enter the dosing time for the surge dosing, between 1-999 minutes.

Step no.:
Waittime

11.13
0m

min

1.1 = CM

11.13

If flushing takes place on the basis of conductivity, you can enter a period of time
here, between 0 – 999 minutes, during which flushing is blocked, immediately
after the surge dosing has been deactivated.
This in connection with the impact time of the added chemicals.

Volume

Step no.: 11.14
Distanc 10.00m3

N

Y
12.1
11.14
min

11.1=VO

11.14

N

Y
12.1
m3

Enter an volume interval between 0,01 – 9999,99 m3, after which a surge dosing
is activated during a time programmable in step 11.12.
12.1
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12. Alarms
Buzzer
11.12 / 11.13

Only those options can be programmed for which a threshold limit value has been
entered in the previous program steps or for which the related input function has
been selected.

Step no.:
12.1
MI-MA-D1-LL-PF-

12.1
MI MA D1 LL PF

Select the events for which the buzzer must be activated.
MI
MA
D1
LL
PF

= minimum conductivity
= maximum conductivity
= dosing tank 1 empty
= low water level protection
= power failure

Step no.:
FL-D2-CL-

12.2

12.2
FL

D2

CL

Select the events for which the buzzer must be activated.
FL
D2
CL

= flush alarm
= dosing tank 2 empty
= check clock

(number of completed flush attempts)
N

7.1 = AL or
7.2 = AL

Alarm relay

Y
13.1

The following steps are only programmable if in step 7 the output function “AL”
has been selected.
Only those options can be programmed for which a threshold limit has been
entered in the previous program steps or for which the related input function has
been selected.

Step no.:
12.3
MI-MA-D1-LL-PF-

12.3
MI MA D1 LL PF

Select the events for which the alarm relay must be activated.
MI
MA
D1
LL
PF

= minimum conductivity
= maximum conductivity
= dosing tank 1 empty
= low water level protection
= power failure

Step no.:
FL-D2-CL-

12.4

12.4
FL

D2

Select the events for which the alarm relay must be activated.
FL
D2
CL

= flush alarm
= dosing output 2 empty
= check clock

(number of completed flush attempts)

13.1

CL

AS3035
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13. Code number
12.2 / 12.4

Step no.:
Codenumber

13.1
0
Code nr
mode

If a code number has already been defined as a protection against unauthorised
changes in the programming, you must enter this code number before you can
select step 13.2.

Y
13.1

Step no.:
Codenumber

13.2
Y/N

Code number
13.2
Yes

No

Enter whether the code number must be set.

Step no.:
Codenumber

13.3
0

Enter the code number between 0 – 9999.

Step no.:
13.4
Change code Y/N
If you have entered changes in program step 13.3 you have to confirm once more
that you want to carry out the entered changes.

ATTENTION : Did you make a note of the code
number ?

1.1
13.3

Code number
13.4
Yes

No

1.1

N

AS3035
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Technical data
Electrical supply :

24V
115V
230V
115/24V
230/24V

Power consumption :

9VA

Voltage-carrying outputs:

Max. total load capacity 4A

Potential-free outputs :

Max load capacity 250V, 4A

Inputs :

Load capacity 9V, 8 mA

Protection class :

IP65

Ambient temperature :

0 – 50 °C

Weight :

Approx. 2.8 kg

Dimensions :

W x H x D = 211 x 185 x 95 mm

Particulars :

Device is protected against zero voltage

Subject to technical changes without notice

+ 10%
+ 10%
+ 10%
+ 10%
+ 10%

50-60 Hz
50-60 Hz
50-60 Hz
50-60 Hz
50-60 Hz

fuse 4AT
fuse 4AT
fuse 4AT
fuse 4AT
fuse 4AT

Software version 1.05

AS3035

Declaration of conformity

Declaration of conformity
Declaration of conformity of the product with the essential requirement of the EMC directive
89 / 336 / EEC.

Product description
Product name
Product type
Manufacturer

: Controller for cooling tower
: AS3035
: EWS Equipment for Water treatment Systems International B.V.

Product environment
This product is intended for use in residential en light industrial environments.
Emission standard
Immunity standard

: EN 55011
: EN 50082-1

Report
Report number

: EWS / EMC / 0004

This declaration was issued by :
Date

: 27 – 04 - 2000

Name

: D.H. Naeber

Signature

:
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